[Imaging of median sternotomy complications].
Median sternotomy is the surgical technique of chosen for cardiac surgery. Although the complications after median sternotomy are not so frequent, these are associated to elevated mortality. The complications can interest the presternal compartment, the sternal compartment or the retrosternal compartment. Even if the clinical diagnosis of infection is not difficult for the clinician, it is nearly impossible to establish the depth of the infection. Multislice CT, thanks to the possibility to obtain thin layers and three-dimensional multiplanar reconstructions and Volume Rendering, turns out extremely useful for being able to demonstrate the extension and the depth of the infection. Of fundamental importance it is the elaboration of the images, executed on workstation, with which multiplanar reformatted and Volume Rendering images are obtained. The CT turns out useful moreover like guide for the execution of interventional procedures such as aspiration of material for bacteriological characterization or eventual positioning of a catheter for abscess drainage. The Magnetic Resonance, thanks to its high resolution of contrast and to its multiplanarity, finds one of its elective applications in the study of the flogistic and neoplastic processes of the soft tissues. A great limit of the MR is the possible generation of artifacts due to sternal suture.